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Abstract 

In order to investigate the weak coupling limit of lattice gauge theories it has been 
suggested recently to apply the semiclassical approximation to the SchrOdinger equa
tion in the Hamiltonian formalism. This method is used to study pure SU(2) gauge 
theory on a cube with sides of length one lattice constant and with anti-periodic 
boundary conditions. We show the existence of caustics, i.e. envelopes of families of 
classical trajectories where the ground staie wave function peaks, and describe their 
shape. 

* Supported in part by BMFT and by Doktorandenstipendium der Stadt Hamburg 

Introduction 

In their article on 'Caustics in a Simple SU(2) Lattice Gauge Theory Model' [1] Bartels 
and V\l'u considered pure SU(2) in the Hamiltonian formalism of Kogut and Susskind [2]. The 
dependence of the Hamiltonian opcrat.or1 

H~ ' q_T ·I 
2 

0 

-=-v 
g' 

(1) 

on the coupling constant g 2 which becomes small in the continuum limit (see e.g. [3, ch. 
12]) led them to apply the semiclassical approximation in analogy with the usual short wave 
asymptotics [4,app.ll] known from quantum mechanics (WKBJ approximation) and optics 
(eikonal approximation). Substituting the ansatz 

' s 
'II= Ae? (2) 

into the SchrOdinger equation with Hamiltonian (1) one obtains the Hamilton~Jacobi equation 
and from it the equations of motion of a mechanical system with many degrees of freedom. 
In order to analyse the ground state of ( 1) Bartels and Wu examined the resulting classical 
trajectories for the gauge field on one and two plaquettes with free boundary conditions. As 
the classically allowed region consists only of an isolated point, the origin, the trajectories 
of interest which leave in all possible directions of configuration space have zero energy and 
their action S =iS is purely imaginary. At large distances the wave function 

~ = Ae-;',- 5 
(3) 

is therefore suppressed. But at intermediate distances regions exist where neighbouring tra
jectories intersect. On these focal surfaces or eaustics the prefactor A which represents 
fluctuations around the classical paths and can also be interpreted as the square root of their 
density [5, ch.ll-18] grows large and competes the exponential decay. In the limit g 2 -+ 0 
A behaves like canst. · g-P where the positive fractional power p depends on the shape of 
the caustic and may be inferred by transforming it to its normal form (cp. [l,sect.4.2-4.3]; 
for the general theory see [4,app.12] or [6]). This enhancement of the ground state wave 
function on the caustics may yield a significant contribution to physical observables. 

The goal of this article is to extend these studies to another simple model, namely pure SU(2) 
on a cube with anti-periodic boundary conditions. \\"hereas for a cube v.·ith free boundary 
conditions the Hamiltonian depends on five SU(2) group elements after gauge fixing on 
the maximal tree [7] and a cube with periodic boundary conditions still depends on nine 
parameters (cp. [8]) this model has essentially only three degrees of freedom and is therefore 
comparable in complexity with the two-plaquette model. \Ve show that. it also has caustics 
which strongly resemble those of the two-plaquett.e model, but are a little closer to the origin. 
Due to the more complex potential with four inequivalent. minima they show a much richer 
structure which may be interpreted as a first hint at a self-repetitive pattern. 

In the first part of this report we briefly coiled the necessary definitions of the Hamiltonian 
lattice formalism, introduce the model under investigation and derive the equations of motion 

l Tis the electric part and plays the role of kinetic energy, wherea" the magnetic part V provides the potential. 



;1ft~'r !!<mge lixill~- In rlw ,._,,,-oJHl part tlw n.·;,.u]t of tlw llUJHc-rical analysis, tlw shapr· of tiw 

cau~tic formed h,\· rh,.. firq Hnd """'''rmd focal pmnb. is JHe,;Pnted and colllJHln·d \\·irh the 

rin<lillg;.: of ll<lrt<'lo- nwl \\'n for tlu: IW<>-plil(jiJP!tt· mocl.t>l. 

Hamiltonian Oprrator and Equations of l\1otion 

For a lattice !!HUg<' tlwon· \\'ith Rrhitrar;.· continuous !!augf' ~roup G tlw elenric and 

magnPtic pMts of tlw Hamiltnniau! 1 't an• giYen hy 3. ch. 15 

;mrl 

T 1\~J'(y,l 
H "---' "'r 

1· _ 
1 \~ (Rf'(Tr(l- 9cw))). 
a~ 

1-'::.\ 

(41 

The lattice constant a will be set equal to OHC in the seque-L The sum in 1' ('Xtcnds OYt"r 

all plaquettes P of tlw }attire.\ and 9aP is the- product of the group Flf'mf'nts 011 the links 

surrouudin~ P. wlwn•as the sum in T e-xtenrls on•r all links Kin.\. 91,- is thf' gangf' fidd on 

link E and J 2 the quadriltir Casimir OJH'rator of G \Yhich is realiserl as a difft>rential operator 

in the group paranH'H-rs. Let 

9 
EtJu ,\a ;.:: G 

' (5) 

lw au arhitrar~· element of the gaugt> group with tlH' g:cnerators ,\~ iu ~h<> algehrn of G 

nurmalisf'd_ acrording to 

Tr1. A~ Ab I - I:- a c.. 

the- metric tensor of the group at g is thr·n gin·n by 

Jfadq) 
_ 1 D , _, 

rTrllq - q\\q 
. ,:l,l"' . 
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~j~:;o-qll. 
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1
~, 

'' 

This definition is unique up to th<" positiw multiplic<ttiw ronstant <'!for furtlwr information 

.'i<'f' 9. sf'd.Il Rnd app. A- Rnd rt"fere-nrf's ritf'd tlH'r<"in). The C'asimiropf'rator .7 2 is irl<'nti(·al 

to the correspondin~ Laplact"-Beltrami operator PXrt"pt for ito:. sign. 

- J2(g) =- .."1(g)- J!(g)-l !!_J!(g)~((J[ 
ov" 

a 
I )"l>(g))[j~)l_-, 

where Jf(_q 't - detU!ad g )l and L\1- 1 )"b(g _1 is the invf'rst" metric tensor 

iSl 

The group SU(2) we are concerned with as well as its algebra can be representt?d bv the Pauli 

' 

Juatrin> <lnd therrforc- each element g r SC(2) nmy be ~Yritten as 

with 

3 
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IL!x"l'll 
a= l 

L (y" I' - !. 
a=O 

rr, (5') 

As 5F(2) is isomorphic to the thret"-dime-nsional sphere 5 3 C R 4 it can also be parametrised 

by the au!!:les 0. 1J andy which are- re-lated to they" Yla 

Bt>cause the g:em:rators now obey 

_1/0 - ('OS 0 

_t/ -'- sin 8 sin{) cosy 

y 2 
o_ ~in 0 sin 1) sin y 

-l-'---' sin0ros11. 

Tr(iiTa icrb) =--- -2bab 

(9) 

16') 

we han~ tu so:alt> the metric ten~or and do so in a?;reement \\·ith references 'I] and [8! to obtain 

.\1 51 ." 1",(q(8,,J .. ~II ~ 4 C ,;n'El 
. '() . ' ') s1n "sJn"v. 

Tlw Laplacian reads 
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After the seHLida.ssiral Rpproximation has been im·est.iga.!f'd for purt" 5C(2) on one and two 

plaquette~ with fr<>f' boundary rondition::. in 1! OIW Wishes to <"mploy this method to larger 

lattices. A modd romparabel in complexity with t.ht? two-plaquett.t" cast" rt"sults if one imposes 

auti-periodic houndar;~-' conditions on the gauge fields on a cube (S<'<' fif!:. 1). Let g(m,n)-=

gin.m) gln,mt1 .,-- 5[-12'• lw tlw ~aug<" fif'ld on the dirf'rted link ronn<"cting point m 

with point n: we then require 

aud 

g(1.2i = g{3.4l- _ql5.6) = gl7,8) =kill. 

g{1.4j = gr3,2)- g(5.8) ~ g(7.6) ~ k(2! 

gi1.DI = gi3.SI- g(5.2l- gli.41 ~ kl31. 

3 

(10) 



The anti-periodicity of the 9( m, n) implies that only two of the eight gauge transforma

tions 
g(m,n) ~ h(m)g(m,n)h(n)-;, h(i) E SU(2), (11) 

in the corners of the cube are independent. The notation has been chosen in such a way that a 

transformation by hE SU(2) at the origin (corner no. 1) implies the same transformation in 

all odd-numbered corners (and analogously for the even-numbered ones). This gauge freedom 

can be used to simplify the Hamiltonian 

' ' H ~ g_ 4 L J 2 (k(i)) 
2 

i=1 

+_2, 2{6- Tr((k(1)k(3)')') 
g 

- 'Th(( k(3)k(2)1 )2
) - Tr(( k(2)k(1 J' )2 )). 

Fixing the gauge on the maximal tree of the lattice, viz. setting k(3) = 1, and choosing 

1(1) ~ k(1)k(3)t and 1(2) ~ k(3)k(2)t 

as new variables, the procedure described by Bronzan [7] results in 

where 

2 

H ~ "2- 4 · 2{Jk{i(l)) + Jf{e(2))- JR(I(l))h(1(2))} 

+ _2, 2 { 6 - Tr(/(1 )2
) - Tr( 1(2)2

) - Tr( ( 1(1 )1(2) )2 
)), 

g 

~ 1 ~ 0 
J c (g(i')} ~ Cf-(1 +X f) 

R 2 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

with i = £x p and P= -i"<J as well as 11 = 11 = J 2
• The JL{9(0,t?,ip)) are given in 

R 

[1] But the Hamiltonian (14) is still invariant under a 'global' transformation of the loop 

variables 
l(i) ~ ,/(i),-', 'E SU(2). (16) 

As the gauge invariant ground state wave fundion 'I' can only depend on the relative angle 

"I9r = t9(2)- t9(1) between the l( i) and is invariant under rotations of them around each other 

only three of the six angle-variables in 1(1) and l(2) are relevant, namely 

0, = 0(1), 02 = 0(2) and ~. = ~(1)- ~(2) (17) 

·s 
(cp. [1, sect. 4.1]). The ansatz 'I' = Ae;;y together with Po. = 8a.S now leeds to the 

semiclassical Hamiltonian function and the corresponding equations of motion. But in the 

limit 92 
-1 0 the classically allowed region shrin.ks to those points where the potential is 

minimal and the trajectories of interest all lie in the forbidden region (V > E) as can be seen 

by multiplying the SchrOdinger equation by 92. We therefore make the ansatz 'f = A e- ~ S 

instead. As S = -iS, the momenta · 

as .as 
p = - = -~t- = -tp 

Ox 8x 
(18) 

4 

and also the time f =it are purely imaginary. The resulting equations of motion for x, p and f 

where 

dx 
d) 

8H dp 
8p, dt 

8H 
ax, 

H ~ H(x,p,t) ~ H(x,;'p, -it), 

are formally equivalent with the canonical equations 

of a Hamiltonian fundion 

H(x,p,t) 

dx 

dl 

aH dp 
a~-, dt 

- H(x, ip, -it) 

aH 
ax 

T(x,p,l)- V(x). 

In other words, imaginary time can be avoided by reversing the sign of the potential. 

computing the equations of motion we furthermore used that 

Tr((£(1)£(2))2
) = 4( cos 81 cos 0z -cos "I9r sin 81 sin0z) 2 

- 2, 

and the potential can therefore be written as 

V = 8 {3- cos2 0 1 - cos2 02 

- (cos81 cos0z- cos"I9rsin01 sin0:!)2
} 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

When 

(23) 

(24) 

In fig. 2 it is shown in sections of differentlJr. In contrast to the potential in the two-plaquette 

model [1] it has four gauge in-equivalent minima. Apart from the obvious symmetry of the 

total Hamiltonian under exchange of 81 and 82 it is also invariant under 

81 -1 1r- 81, 0z -1 82, 19,. -1 7r- iJr. (25) 

From the Hamiltonian function with the potential turned around which for simplicity is again 

denoted by H, 

H~ 
1 

"'( 
2 ' 1 2 

Pe, ...,... sin2 01 PtJ. 

, 1 2 
+ Pe,+ ~0 P•. 

Sill ~ 2 

cos l)rPe,Pe, +(cot. 0, cot 82 cos "I9r- 1 )PtJ. 2 

+ sinlJrPtJ.(cot 82P0, _,_ cot0!pe,)} 

16 2 2 
---{3-cos 8 1 --cos 0z 

g' 

- (cos81 cos0z- cosJJ,.sin0 1 sin82) 2
}, 

one obtains the equations of motion of the angles 

81 = 2pe 1 - cosiJrPe, +sin {)r cot 83 Pt'i •. 

82 = 2 P0, -cos "I9rP0 1 + siniJr cot 01 pv,, 

. 1 1 
i)r =2(-.-,- + -.-2 -- -t-cosiJrcot 82cot81 -l)Pt'i. 

Slll 01 Slll 82 

-t- sin iJr(cot 0zpe, +cot 0IP0, ), 

5 

(26) 

(27.a) 



and their canonical nwmeni.a 

Pe, 

Pe, 

= ~ { (2 ('Ot 8I --:- I.'OSiJr mt 82 )P>J. 
2 -sin iJrP>J.P0 2 } 

Sill 81 

..1- 32{sin81cos0J-+-(cos8J<'OS02 costJ,.sin02sin81)· 

·(sin0 1 cos0z + <'osiJr,os0 1 sin0~)}, 

1 = -.-,-{(2cot 0 2 
Sill 02 

·-cosiJrrot0r)P>J. 2
- siniJrPa.Pe,} 

+ 32{sin02cos02..:. (cos0 1 cos02- cosl~rsin0 1 sin02)· 

· (cos 81 sin 82 -t cos Vr sin0 1 cos 82 )}. 

Pa. = sin iJr{ cot 81 cot 02P>J. 2 - Pe,Pe,} 

-cos Vr{ cot El1pe, 'rot. 82P0, }Pd. 

- 32sint1rsin0J sin82{cos81 eos82 cosiJr sin0r sin0z}, 

where the overall factor of g2 has been dropped. 

(2/.b) 

The caustics consist of focal points, i.e. points of intersection of trajectories infinite-~imally 

dose to each other. Let 

x(l) ~ (0,(1), 0,(1), Oc(l)) 

be a trajectory and 

x(l) + e1x(l) ~ (0,(1) + <10,(1). 0,(1)- e10,(t), ~citl + b1<1,(1)1. 

l=lor2 

(28) 

(29) 

two neighbouring ones with the b1x infinitesimal. For times not too large thf' deviations ~ 1 .r 

will stay small. A focal point is reached when the ':olnm<:> of the parallelepipf'd spanned l>y 

.i:, filx(t) and f. 2 x(f) vanisht;>s, i.e. when 

(

0, 
det ~2 

~. 

Per 
Pe2 
~1-Jr 

1'0,) 
Pe2 - o 
P-Jr 

(30) 

( cp. also fig. 3). To determine the shape oft he l.'austics one therefore has r.u suiw the cyua!Jons 

of motion (27) for three neighbouring trajectories and compute the determinant ( 30 I. Insft>ad 

of searching for an analytic solution- an obviously rather hopeless task the integration was 

performed munerically on a computer using the ;veil-known Run?;e-Kutta procedure (rp. e.g;. 

:10]) for the reference trajectory (28) and the less <"onsumptive Euler-Cauchy proc<'durf' 10 

for the small deviations 81:r (29) and a linearised version of equations (20 i which we do .no! 
reproduce. These were derived with the help of REDtTCE. ll program rlesignP•l fnr algf'hrair 

manipulations, and will not be reproduced here. 

To fix the starting values for the momenta the quadratic approximation of the- Hamiltonian 

operat.or 

HQ 
92 2 v 

TQ- 2 Q 
2 9 

(31) 

6 

COil he n;:f',L Tlw ~uh~titntion 

diagoiHl.lisl?~ thF pnkntJal 

and the kiuetic f'n<>rgy 

Tq 

where 

ForE 0 one obtains 

and h<:>Hce 

,. ' 
0 

~(~-~ 
2 

- _:2). 

,.c HH J7i ' ,, .rJ · i"2 .1 ::: 8! 3~-~ ·- :; ! 

~(~;, -- ~x, 

~:f- v :i2-

V;,. '\;.·,.' 

a D 
\_;;=-\a;]. a:;" 

0 

l~o·· 

.!_ I 
D;r3 

5 -!\i ~(i·: -7-i~ -i"1 ·i2). 

.·? 

Pe: .start 
4,/:(20, -cosiJr0>) 

v 3 ' 1 

" Pdr.start ·· 4\; sin19r(0 1 0 2 

32.. 

The following section rlescrihe::. the results of the numeri,al analysis. 

The Shape of the Caustic 

(32) 

( 33) 

(34) 

( 35) 

(361 

(371 

.·\s outliued iu the la::.t sn·tiot• we tran-d the tra.iectoric~ of thf' serniclo.ssical approxima

tiOn and d~terrnined their first and ::.ccond focal poinb To 1wgin with. a ronp.;h panoramic 

vie\Y of the position of the caustics will he givf'n. In a second step \\"f' shnll describe their 

::.hap!' in morf' detail and eompare it with thl' two-plaquetk model (qr TPi\'1 for short ,i inn·::.· 

tigCJt~·d ],y Bcntd~ ;md \\"q 1 FiJ•<~Ih wt· .~hall go into detilil ;J!,,ur !lw ;·ich lin<" cctrnnurr· 

of the cauqic. 

As df'rin·d abon• the eonfiguration space oft he scBJ.ida~siclll tro.je<"tone~ is three--dimensionai 

i11 th" rubc mo,ki 1('\f', and ;Jaff!mPtn~rrl i,y the f!l!o:!)f':-: (-JJ. (-)2 anrl 1!r a~ in the TPJ\L 

Bf'ra11se- '!f tlw ~Vllllllf'tn· 'lndn r·xcha.n~e of (") 1 aurl (~) 2 we shall abo tl~<' rhe coordinates 

0c - I (-) 1 (-) 2 i 

2 (38) 
1 

and 0~ 2i02-·0J). 

\\'hen followiur:; the trajPnories om· finds the first !WI.) focai poinb in o relatiypJy ;..mall region 

r iSt>f' fi~~;. 4) which i~ ("t'l1terPd aruuud the point ( Hl: -- 1; rr: (-) ~ -=- 0: tfr - :fi; ). For thf' third 

7 



and fourth focal point there is a similar region of accumulation r' around ( 0I; = -{o1r; 0 ~ = 0; 

{)r = t1f) although it is not localised as precisely as r. This has to be attributed not least to 
numerical inaccuracies in the determination of the positions of the focal points. It should be 
comparable to the size of a single step of our integration procedure and therefore not exceed 
±0.001 1r at the first focal point but of cour~e increases with time. These deviations from 
the true positions should at most result in a deformation and displacement of actual caustics 
but not lead to fake focal surfaces. This view is supported by singularity theory: As all the 
caustics encountered are 'generic' or 'in general position' they are stable and their shape is 
preserved under small perturbations (for a rigorous formulation of this statement see e.g. [6]). 

The caustic in the region r looks by and large the same as that of the TPM (s. fig. 5 
which is almost identical with fig.8 in [1]). There is a line in the CM resembling the fold 
singularity ( = Whitney's tuck = cusp) given by the line joining A, B and C in fig. 5 as well as 
a point corresponding to the bottle neck F ( = hyperbolic umbilic ). These focal surfaces are 
Lagrangean singularities, i.e. singularities of the projection map of the six-dimensional phase 
space to the three-dimensional configuration space. In the classification given by Arnold et 
al. [6] the cusp is called A3 , the bottle neck Dt and the surfaces connecting them A2 (for 
a brief introduction see [4, app. 12)). The normal forms of these caustics were used in [1] to 
construct the ground state wave function in the vicinity of the caustics. All singularities in 
the CM are also of types A2, A3 and Dt. The position of the caustic here is closer to the 
·drigin and the (11r = 0)-plane than in the TPM as has been conjectured for larger lattice 
models by Bartels and Wu. The fold ABC intersects the plane of symmetry (0c.. = 0) and 
the (.?. ~ 0)-plane at 

whereas 

0E(B) oe 0.76" oe 2.39 

0E(B) oe 0.66.- oe 2.07 

and the value of -Dr in F is given by 

and by 

#,(F) oe 0.53.- oe 1.66 

#,(F) oe O.o7,- oe 0.22 

in the TPM 

in the CM 

in the TPM 

in the CM. 

The position of the point F shows clearly that the caustic in the CM is compressed to about 
one seventh its size in the TPM. We therefore presume an even stronger peak of the ground 
state wave function in this region in the CM than in the TPM. 

Up to now the similarities of the caustics in the CM and the TPM have been stressed. There 
are however striking differences which even conceal the parallels at first sight. We shall 
describe them separately for the upper (with respect to fig. 5, {)r > iJr(F) -:::::-: -0.077r) and the 
lower ({)r <-Dr( F)) part. Because of the (01 +-+ 62)-symmetry it is sufficient to regard only 
one half of the cube, e.g. that with 0 c. > 0. In the TPM one thus obtains the picture shown 
in fig. 6 for the upper part where for ease of visu_alisation not only the edge of the caustic 
~TPM but also some lines of intersection with planes of constant 0.1.\ are drawn. In the CM 
on the other hand the part of the caustic aiming at C ( 01 = O, 0 2 = 1r or equivalently 
0:r: = 0.1.\ =f) is twisted (cp. fig. 7). But· this is still not the full shape for the line joining 
the points Band Cis placed slightly above the (iJr = 0)-plane and is joined to it by a seam 
BB'C (cp. fig.8). Fig.9 shows a detail of this upper part viewed along the 0raxis under an 
angle of 45° from above. The pattern consisting of the hyperbolic umbilic F, the sharp edge 

8 

FD in the plane of symmetry, the seam BB'C and the twist is depicted in fig.9.a whereas 
fig. 9.b shows a net of focal points lying on l::cM· Fig.lO demonstrates the formation of 
the seam in the (0~ = 0)-plane. Fig.lO.a gives not the focal points but the semiclassical 
trajectories themselves. The part of l::cM which originates from them is just the envelope of 
these curves (fig.lO.b). 

To determine the exact position of the point B' in the plane of symmetry given by 0 c. = 0 
we have to follow trajectories close to the axis 0c.. = {)r = 0 and find the point of intersection 
with it. Their linearised equations of motion read 

and 

With 

8:1; =pel) 

1 
PeE = 32( 2 + cos 20E) sin BE 

Jr == 2(3cot2 01: + l)p,, + 2 cot01:Pe1;iJr 

p,, ==-(peE 2 + 32sin2 0I;cos20E){)r- 2cot0EP0:t:P>'l.· 

v'3. 
0E(t) = arccot( 3 smh( -4J6t +canst.)) 

solving (39.a) for the boundary conditions 

lim 0E(t) ~ lim p0,(t) ~ 0, 
t-.-oo t ..... -oo 

(39.a) 

(39.b) 

(40) 

(41) 

the problem reduces to the determination of the first zero of {)r(t) in equations (39.b) which 
can be cast into the form 

2 2 d2{)r ( 2 d{)r 
(x + 1)(x + 3) dx' - x x + 3)dx + 2#" ~ 0 (42) 

where x = sinh( -4v'6t). Thus already in this approximation to the full equations (27) 
an analytic solution is hard to obtain. The numerical result.s agree with those for the full 
equations (E>:r: (B') = 0.666·11"). 

Fig. 11 displays one half of the lower part. of l::c M. Since the lateral faces of the ( 0 1 , 0 2 1 {) r )

cube, that is to say the (0 1 = 0)-, {01 = 1r)-, (0 2 = 0)- and (02 = 1r)-planes, should be 
contracted into lines, because e.g. group elements in the (01 = 0)-plane with the same 0 2 

but. different {)r are actually identical, the points C in figs. 6-8 and T in fig.ll have t.o be 
identified. Thus it does not come as a surprise to see that part of the lower half of ~CM 
pointing at T=C approach the equivalent part of the upper half. But not. only T and the 
symmetrical point R ( cp. fig. 5) but the whole line RST is 'lifted' to larger values of {)r than 
shown in fig.ll. As the point U of the TPM corresponds to U' in the CM which is no longer 
in the corner of the cube but at 0E -:::::-: 0.74-rr -:::::-: 2.34, {)r = 0, the lower part of l::cM as a 
whole looks like a triangular bowl (RTU') in the middle of which a mountain with summit 
F rises (cp. fig.l2). This bowl is not smooth however, but. has a ridge FU' (just as the line 
FD in the upper half of ~eM) because the line TU' intersects the plane of symmetry with 
non-zero angle. Fig.l3 displays the projection of half of the lower part of l::cM onto the 
plane of symmetry in its structure (fig.13.a) as well as with the help of a net of focal points 
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{fig.l3.b). In fig.14 we have tried to put things together and draw half of the upper and 

lower part in one picture. 

This still does not completely finish the analysis of the caustic EcM constituted by the first 

and second focal points. For trajectories with a. starting value of 11r,sta.rt "2 0.97r which get 

closer and closer to the corners of the cube the amount of computer time needed to determine 

the positions of the focal points as accurately as it was done for the other curves rises quickly. 

We did not investigate these parts of the caustic which connect to the lines ADC and RST 

because they do not affect the central structure of EcM and hence the parallels with ErPM-

Conclusions 

In this study of the pure SU(2) lattice gauge theory in the Hamiltonian formalism on a 

cube with anti-periodic boundary conditions it has been shown that the occurence of caustics 

as found by Bartels and Wu is not limited to the models investigated by them but obviously 

is a pertinent feature of the underlying theory. This is also confirmed by their recent. work !8] 
on a large N 3 lattice. In comparison with the two-plaquette model studied by these authors 

the caustic in the cube model shows a far more detailed structure which may be interpreted 

as the first sign for the onset of a self-repetitive pattern as seen in the 'cones inside cones' 

described in [8], a picture which hopefully may be brought in contact with renormalization 

group ideas [llJ and the conventional views on the behaviour of theories near a critical point. 

All this lends support to the expectation that caustics may contribute significantly to the 

vacuum structure of gauge theories. 
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Fig. 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 

Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 

Fig. 9.a 

Fig. 9.b 

Figure Captions 

The cube with anti-periodic boundary conditions. 
The full lines refer to k(l), the broken lines to k(2) and the dotted lines to k(3). 

The potential V(0h 0::~:, ~r) for iJr = O, ~1r, .•. ,1r 

At a focal point det(:i:, b1 x, b2 x) = 0 

The regions rand r' in the configuration space spanned by 0 1 , 0 2 and iJr 

The caustic of the two-plaquette model. 
ABC: cusp 
F : bottle neck 

One half of the upper part of the caustic of fig. 5 with lines of constant 0.6 

Half of the upper part of the caustic 
modified by the twist in the part approaching C 

Half of the upper part of the caustic in the cube model with twist and seam 

Structure of half of the upper part of the caustic in the cube model 
viewed along the 0 2 -axis under an angle of 45"' from above; 
BB': intersection of seam with plane of symmetry 
F : bottle neck 
FD : sharp edge 

(!) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

: line 0a = 0, iJr = 0 

Ela ~ O, ~. ~~.(F) 

81; = 0E(B'), E>a = 0 
ElE ~ ElE(B'), ~. ~ 0 

Same as fig. 9.a with a net of focal points on half of the upper part of the caustic 

Fig.lO.a Trajectories in the (0a = 0)-plane forming the seam 

Fig.IO.b ·Envelope of trajectories depicted in fig.lO.a 

Fig. 11 Half of the lower part of the caustic of fig. 5 with lines of constant 0 a 

Fig. 12 Half of the lower part of the caustic in the cube model 

Fig. 13.a Structure of half of the lower part of the caustic in the cube model 
projected onto the plane of symmetry 

Fig. 13.b Same as fig. 13.a with a net of focal points on one half of the lower part of the caustic 

Fig. 14 Structure of one half of EcM, the caustic formed by the first and second focal points 
in the cube model 
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